Start With Art (People Edition)

Graffiti mural on a wall in Johannesburg, South Africa. 2018
Start With Art

Girl with the Pearl Earring 1665 - Johannes Vermeer
Collection of Mauritshuis - Den Haag, Netherlands
Start With Art

A wall of self-portraits.
Collection of the Ateneum Museum, Helsinki, Finland
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Three Friends 1945 - William H. Johnson
Smithsonian Collection
Start With Art

African Doll - South African National Gallery of Art
Cape Town, South Africa

Photo by Brett Biggam
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Collection of the Ateneum Museum, Helsinki, Finland
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Weeping Woman 1937 - Pablo Picasso
Tate Gallery - London, England
Girl in Red 1916 - Abram Arhipov
Kadriorg Art Museum - Tallinn, Estonia
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Mother 1910 - August Jansen
Mikkel Art Museum - Tallinn, Estonia
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Black Woman 1876 - Ilya Repin
Russian Museum - St Petersburg, Russia
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Untitled (for Francis) 1985 - Antony Gormley
Tate Gallery - London, England
Start With Art

Black Tea Pluckers 2007 - Raja Segar
Mumbai National Modern Art Gallery - Mumbai, India
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Antinous Statue - Greek or Roman Copy
The Vatican Museum
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American Gothic 1930 - Grant Wood
Art Institute of Chicago
Start With Art

Dunkelhäutiger Junge 1880 - Frank Buchser
Kunstmuseum - Olten, Switzerland
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Roman statue of Antonius as Osiris
Art Institute of Chicago
View of a Suburb 1918 - Sergei Vinogradov
Kadriorg Art Museum - Tallinn, Estonia
Start With Art

Street Life, Harlem 1939-40 - William H. Johnson
Art of Institute of Chicago
Start With Art

Headstand 1914 - Oskar Kallis
KUMU - Tallinn, Estonia
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Roman Busts
British Museum - London, England
Start With Art

From the collection of the Mumbai National Modern Art Gallery
Primitive Boy 1929 - James Lesesne Wells
U.S. National Gallery of Art - Washington, D.C.
Start With Art

Art Nouveau Building Decoration
Riga, Latvia

Photo By Brett Bigham
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A Patorial Visit 1881 - Richard Norris Brooke
U.S. National Gallery of Art - Washington, D.C.